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Abstract. QuARS and QuARS Express (Quality  Analyzer for 

Requirements Specifications) are tools that make it easier to 

extract structured information and metrics for detecting linguistic 

inaccuracies and defects in software requirements expressed in 

Natural language. The Express edition of QuARS represent a 

parallel evolution of the main tool exploiting the same core engine 

for an increased usability and a more expressive set of reports. In 

this article a comparison is presented. 
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Introduction 

QuARS was developed to automatize NL requirements analysis 

systematically. The aim was to develop a modular, extensible tool 

with a user friendly graphical interface. 

QuARS [2, 3] performs the expressiveness analysis by means of a 

lexical and syntactic analysis of the input file in order to identify those 

sentences containing defects [1] according to the specified quality 

model. 

When the Expressiveness analysis is performed, the list of defective 

sentences is displayed by QuARS and a log file is created. The 

defective sentences can be tracked in the input requirements document 

and corrected, if necessary. Metrics measuring the defect rate and the 

readability of the requirements document under analysis are calculated 

and stored.  

QuARS (Quality Analyzer for Requirements Specification) has 

been used in the ModTrain/ModControl project to analyse the project 

requirements documents. 

The initial need has been represented by a simply customization of 

the major QuARS tool for the massive use on large (~ 2*10^3) sets of 

requisites in “a-click-away” fashion. The “new”, namely QuARS 

Express, followed the further step that has naturally been to enlarge 

the data set adding some metadata fields producing highly structured 

and meaningful reports. 

In the following a comparison amongst the two tools is presented. 
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Background Scenario 

 

Figura 1 - Modtrain Web page 

Within the definition of  the train and vehicle architecture, the Train 

Control and Monitoring System (TCMS) represents a critical 

subsystem to achieve the required performance in terms of integration 

and maintenance cost. The TCMS can be considered as the "nervous 

backbone" of the train and is a subsystem with well-identified own 

characteristics, satisfying a specific set of requirements, and with clear 

interfaces with other on-board subsystems and ground facilities.  

In the specification phase for TCMS, project partners have gathered 

requirements from different existing sources. These requirements had 

to be consolidated, harmonized and refined among the various project 

partners. An analysis of the natural language requirements by means 
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of automatic tools has been considered as an added value for 

guaranteeing the successful outcome of the project, due to the 

capability to point out potential sources of ambiguity and other 

weaknesses. A modified version of the QuARS tool, namely QuARS 

Express, has therefore been developed for the MODCONTROL 

project, to address these needs. In particular QuARS Express is able to 

handle a more complex and structured data format containing 

metadata and produces an analysis report richer of categorized 

information. 

 

 

Figura 2 - Quality Analysis Process scheme in MODCONTROL 

The information grows as a function of the number of metadata 

items available (e.g. as a function of the number of authors, the 

number of packages and so on) and the size of the report grows 
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consequently and can be composed of several pages. As an 

improvement of the simple text based report made by QuARS the new 

report exploits the HTML technology to produce structured 

hypertextual pages. Using QuARS Express the Functional and System 

Requirements of TCMS including more than 5700 requirements had 

been analyzed.  

QuARS Reqs Format vs QuARS Express Reqs Format 

It’s a common strategy of several commercial product to use 

proprietary file formats to create a kind of “private” market. 

For example the widely used (expecially in the industry 

environment) Microsoft products like MS Word force everybody to 

face their close, binary, unfriendly file formats. 

On the contrary, as known, QuARS  works with pure plain text and 

some sort of export or preprocessing is a mandatory need. This is a 

requiiste for QuARS Express too but the format is richer since the 

metadata fields have been introduced following the project needs. 

The first analysis of the ModTrain-ModControl project requisites 

documents made using QuARS (version 4.1) produced good results 

pointing out several wording defects spread all over the documents 

and the sections and affecting almost all the authors This result 

produced the request of a more accurate analysis to point out the exact 

responsibility for corrections and the documents to check with a 

greater attention. One way to reach such results was clearly to tie up 

the single sentence to its belonging author, the document of origin and 

the related sub system referred. Hence some metadata fields have been 
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added to the analysed requirements as interchange data format. 

 

 

Figura 3 - QE input requisites format scheme and example 

The new format is composed of (the sequence is mandatory): 

1. a unique sentence ID 

2. the first metadata field called Type: the kind of the 

requisite by means of the application field (examples: 

Performance, Functional, Archit./Design Constraints) 

3. the second metadata field called Package: the set of 

requisites the sentence refers to (examples: Detect bogie 

instability, Ensure passenger and crew safety, Integrating 

the vehicle into the complete system railway) 

4. the third metadata field called Responsibility: the author 
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of the requisite  

5. the fourth metadata field called Source: standard 

documents (directives) the requisites refer to (examples: 

Directive 96/48 HS, HS-TSIrev draft 10NS_Board) 

6. the requisite itself 

In Fig. 3 the new requisites structure scheme is shown 

QuARS Express has been projected as a tiny simple application, with 

reduced functions, allowing to the user a quick first glance to its 

documents correctness by means of their wording defects. 

Moreover its new feature to handle a more complex and structured 

data format containing metadata and to examine it extracting metrics 

and statistics opens the door to all the further improvements for both 

the old and new tool. In addition, it’s highly modular implementation 

exploits the possibility of customizations suggesting a possible new 

line of activities. 

Features comparison 

A features comparison highlights that QuARS Express is not a 

definitive substitution of its major implementation QuARS. Simply 

their usage can be complementary or even with different aims. For 

example, QuARS can be seen more as a didactic and demonstration 

tool while QuARS Express is more effective facing the analysis, in a 

massive batch fashion, of large structured requirements documents. 
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Figura 4 - Q vs QE features comparison 

 

In the following the differences listed in Fig. 4 are described. 

Lexical/Syntactic Analysis: both analysis are available with the 

same capability in both tools. 

View Derivation Function: this kind of analysis is present in the 

main QuARS tool only. 

Simple/Complex Readability Analysis: QuARS Express 

implements seven readability analysis (Kincaid [8, 9, 10], ARI [11], 

Coleman-Liau [12], Flesch [13, 14, 15, 16], FOG [17], LIX [18, 19, 

20, 21], SMOG [22]) exploiting the tool Style/Diction [7]. QuARS 

performs the Coleman-Liau [12] readability analysis only by means of 

an its own internal module. 
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Customizable Set of Dictionaries (i.e. Set of Lexical Analysis): 

in QuARS it is possible the adding of custom dictionaries (Lexical 

analysis only) hence its analysis capability can be expanded. QuARS 

Express has the dictionaries embedded and does not perform an 

import mechanism for custom new domain analiysis. 

Editable Dictionaries: Only QuARS GUI provides an editor for 

any dictionary and the belonging set of words can be customized.  

Metadata Management: this feature is performed by QuARS 

Express only. 

Textual/HTML Report: QuARS Express produces a richer report 

made up by several HTML pages with structured information by 

means of the used metadata fields. QuARS has a simple plain set of 

reports for any of the analysis function performed. 

Simple/Complex Metrics: QuARS Express computes several 

statistics rates that lack in QuARS. 

Requirements Editor: QuARS has embedded a complete text 

editor visualizing the loaded requiremnets and allowing to modify and 

store them. 

Defective Requirements Highlight: after any performed analysis, 

QuARS has a mechanism of pointing out possible defective sentences 

highlighting them. 

Requirement Traceability: QuARS has a mechanism of tracing 

sentences by means of the highlight function. 

False-Positive Tracking Hiding: via the embedded text editor 

QuARS has a mechanism of sentences tracing. 
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Drag & Drop Facility: several areas of the tools GUIs provides 

drag-&-drop facility. 

Help On Line: both tools have a specific help on line. 

Detailed Computation Status Notification: QuARS Express 

reports meaningfully computation advancing while QuARS doesn’t. 

Workspace Lock/Preservation: QuARS Express checks wether 

there is some session aborted and preserve data from being 

overwritten. 
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